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1 INTRODUCTION 
THE vehicle is one of the most significant innovations ofthe past century. Its invention has had a huge impact at 
the social, ecological, and economic levels. The expansion 
of the automobile has contributed to globalization and 
economic growth in Europe, United States, Japan and 
many other parts of the world. It has also helped the 
expansion of suburban areas. However, it has caused 
many negative effects both at the social [1] and at the 
environmental levels [2]. This work is mainly focused on 
the environmental level. 
The increase in the number of vehicles in circulation is 
responsible for the destruction of  green spaces that have 
been transformed into roads. On the other hand, vehicles 
tend to use combustion engines that emit polluting gases 
when they bum fuel in order to obtain traction power. 
These ernissions are responsible for the greenhouse effect 
(C02), acid rain (S02, NOx), as well as the proliferation of 
certain lung diseases such as lung cancer [3]. Moreover, the 
fuel used by these engines is a scarce and expensive 
resource whose extraction has an important impact on the 
environment too. 
In order to reduce the impact of vehicles on the environ­
ment it is necessary to minimize the demand for fuel, which 
causes pollution when is bumed. Solutions to save fuel can 
be categorized into two groups: 
Technology-based solutions. Manufacturers have intro­
duced several improvements to comply with regulations 
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regarding the ernission of polluting gases. In addition, the 
increase in the price of fuel has made that drivers show a 
growing interest when they purchase a vehicle. 
Solutions based on the driver (eco-driving and eco-routing). 
Driver behavior affects fuel consumption significantly. The 
softening of the driving style, the proper control of speed 
patterns, the proper use of air conditioning or the choice of 
the route are factors that influence both the fuel consump­
tion and the trip safety. This work is focused on these tech­
niques for fuel saving. 
1.1 Our Approach and Main Contributions 
In this paper, we propose an eco-driving assistant to sup­
port the driver in order to change the driving style by one 
more efficient that takes into account the driver style, the 
road conditions and the type of vehicle, enhanced by using 
game mechanics and dynamics techniques. In addition, the 
proposal provides information about the environment in 
advance in order to avoid inefficient actions. 
The main contributions of this work are: 
Advices are fitted to the drivers driving profile: Other 
solutions do not take into account the previous driving style 
of the driver and propose an abrupt change. Toe driver feels 
frustration because he or she fails the objectives. Therefore, 
users stop using the system. 
It offers anticipatory advices. Most of the driving assis­
tants are lirnited to assess the driving and issue advice 
when the driver perforrns inefficient actions such as sudden 
accelerations or shift gears too late. However, our proposal 
has the following tips: 
• Prediction of the driver behavior on regular routes
and alerts to the user in order to adjust the vehicle
speed, avoiding inefficient driving.
• Detection of traffic incidents.
• Optimum Average Speed1
 Optimum Speed Profile
 Recognition of traffic signs. The solution provides
the user an optimal deceleration pattern when the
vehicle is approaching a traffic sign that forces them
to stop such as stop or yield.
The proposal in this paper uses gamification tools to
encourage that the driver follows the recommendations and
completes the objectives. Other driving assistants are lim-
ited to show a score or the fuel economy. We have defined a
set of achievements. They are used to promote the adoption
of a particular driving behavior that minimizes the fuel
consumption.
The installation of hardware in the vehicle is not required
and the cost is kept low. We only need an Android mobile
device and an OBD-Bluetooth adapter.
A total of 25 drivers who have used the proposal in this
paper regularly have validated it in a real environment. Pre-
vious driving assistants tend only to be validated in simula-
tors. These solutions need information that is not available
in real environments or require the installation of sensors
on the road. In our case, the algorithms implemented are
using information which can be easily obtained. No special
infrastructure is required.
2 RELATED WORK
The benefit of adopting an efficient driving style has been
widely tested in different works. Drivers have been able to
save between 10 to 25 percent of fuel [4], [5]. However, users
need to have knowledge, skill, and motivation. Knowledge
can be obtained through eco-driving lessons or driving
assistants. The authors in [6] evaluated the impacts of an
eco-driving education session on the energy and environ-
mental performance of a group of drivers as well as the
changes on their driving patterns. The results showed an
average improvement of 4.8 percent in fuel consumption. In
[7] the authors combined eco-driving lessons with individu-
alized feedback based on their results. The study was con-
ducted by 15 participants who achieved to decrease 1.7 kg
of CO2 per vehicle per day Another strategy is to use effi-
cient driving assistants in order to change the driving hab-
its. The simplest assistants are designed to provide
instantaneous fuel rate and CO2 emissions information,
also advising on acceleration/braking rates [8], [9]. Refer-
ence [10] proposes a method based on partial theoretical
models that calculate the optimal cruising speed for the
vehicle, taking into account the engine characteristics and
basic physics-dynamics rules.
In addition, even in the case in which a driver drives effi-
ciently, the driving assistant can help to reduce fuel con-
sumption if it provides information about the environment
in advance. On many occasions, the driver makes mistakes
because he or she does not have enough information about
the environment in order to be able to anticipate forthcom-
ing situations. The authors in [11] propose the use of model
predictive control of a vehicle in a varying road-traffic envi-
ronment for ecological driving based on anticipation of the
road and traffic in a crowded road network regulated by
traffic signals. The authors in [7] propose a system to pro-
vide real-time advice based on changing traffic and infra-
structure conditions by adjusting the speed of the vehicle if
the information of the timing in upcoming traffic lights is
known. In [12], the authors analyzed the impact of an Antic-
ipatory Eco-Driver Assistant System (ADAS) in different
complex driving situations on the driver behavior. They
found a significant fuel reduction with the ADAS (between
9 and 15 percent). Furthermore, authors concluded that
there was not a relationship between the complexity of the
scenario and the percentage of fuel saved.
Moreover, there are several studies that have observed
over time some deterioration in fuel efficiency [13] because
drivers return back to their previous bad driving habits.
Driving is a very complex activity in which the driver has to
perform multiple tasks at the same time, so it is usual that
the driver forgets about fuel economy when driving. Con-
tinuous feedback is necessary. One way to motivate the
user to save fuel is by adding gamification techniques to
eco-driving assistants.
Gamification consists of building a game in a non-game
context to perform arduous and repetitive activities. This
improves the engagement of the user. In [14], we can see a
review about gamification and the impact on teaching. There
are many scenarios where this concept is applied. For exam-
ple in [15], authors used emoticons and sounds to encourage
the recycling of bottles. When a user throws away a bottle in
the garbage, the emoticon smiles. They conclude that the pro-
posed system increases the recycling rate by a factor of x3. In
[16] the authors propose an application to report road acci-
dents. The application uses a game layer to motivate drivers
to use it and make it more fun. Another example is INNOV8
[17]. INNOV 8 is a game developed to teach new employees
the IBM Business Process Management. This software tool
trains employeeswithout spendingmoney on transportation
for a teacher. Besides, the results are even better than those
obtainedwith traditional methods.
3 OVERVIEW OF ECO-DRIVING ASSISTANT
Eco-driving [21], [22] is a very useful method to reduce the
fuel consumption since it is independent of the type of the
vehicle and its age. However, of its major challenges are
that it is very difficult to change driving habits. In addition,
even if the driver temporally improves him or her driving
style when learning eco-driving techniques, it tends to
return to his or her previous driving habits over time if not
properly motivated.
An eco-driving assistant is proposed in order to solve
these problems. The aim is to facilitate the learning of this
driving technique and providing information in advance to
avoid inefficient actions. Motivation is also taken into
account by using gamification techniques. Fig. 1 shows an
overview of the proposed solution. The proposal is run on
an Android Smartphone. In addition, an OBD/Bluetooth
adapter is required to obtain the telemetry.
The assistant monitors the driving and the environment.
Input Data (vehicle telemetry, weather, slope, road pictures,
etc.) are analyzed using different algorithms of artificial
intelligence:
 EM Clustering Algorithm: It retrieves information
based on a certain criterion [23]. For example, vehicle
telemetry where fuel consumption provided by the
manufacturer is 6 l/100 km. It is used to customize2
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the real time eco-driving advices and to choose the 
driving samples from the training database (algo­
rithms to estimate the optimal average speed and 
improve the driving in inefficient regions). 
• Fuzzy logic: It is used to evaluate the driving from the
point of view of energy efficiency [24).
• Genetic Algorithm and Multilayer Perceptron: They are
employed to estimate the optimal average speed for
each segment of a route [25).
• Na'ive Bayes and C4.5 Algorithm: They detect unusual
events such as traffic accidents or traffic jams based
on vehicle telemetry.
• Viola & Jones algorithm: It is used to recognize static
vertical reco gnize traffic signs [26).
The result of data analysis is a set of eco-driving tips and 
feedback to motiva te the user in order to save fuel. Eco-driv­
ing advices can be classified into two groups: Preventive 
tips and post-action tips. Eco-driving advices based on 
anticipation save a lo t of fuel because they help the user in 
order not to make inefficient actions. The key in order to 
build an optimal eco-driving system is  anticipation since it 
allows reducing the frequency and intensity of the accelera­
tions (positive and negative). On the other hand, post-action 
tips warn the user in order not to make mistakes again in 
the driving. 
In summary, the assistant provides the following 
eco-driving tips: 
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On the other hand, motivation systems are very impor­
tant to ensure that the user does not lose interest and com­
ply with the eco-driving tips. In our case, we use the 
technique called "garnification". This method consists of 
using elements of games (such as scoring, achievements, 
and challenges) in a different context in order to motivate 
the user to perform difficult or complex tasks. 
The eco-driving assistant evaluates the driving when the 
user finishes the trip using fuzzy logic. Toe score is a num­
ber between O and 10. A high score means that the user is 
following the recommendations of the assistant. This value 
is used to build a ranking where users are sorted according 
to their energy efficiency. 
In addition, both while a driver is driving and once the 
trip is completed, the driver can unlock achievements. The 
idea is to encourage the user to overcome specific targets 
affecting fuel consumption. For exarnple, the acceleration 
does not exceed 2.5 m/ s2 on the whole trip.3
Finally, we used different incentives such as CO2 or sav-
ing money in order to encourage the user to change driving
style. The incentives were chosen taking into account their
previous driving profile.
In the following sections, we are going to describe each of
the elements of the system. The proposed algorithms have
been validated on three different routes (Spain). Routes
have urban roads, highways, and secondary roads.
4 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The Data Acquisition System obtains the value of all varia-
bles that influence fuel consumption or that can help to pre-
dict the actions to be performed by the driver to save fuel. It
uses as information sources the following means:
 Internet: Road (traffic, incidents) and weather condi-
tions [34], [35].
 Camera: Traffic Signs Detection.
 GPS: Vehicle Location.
 OBD2: Vehicle speed, engine speed, engine load,
mass air flow, throttle position, and travel distance.
Others variables such as accelerations and decelerations
are estimated from the vehicle speed. We employs this solu-
tion because the signal from gyroscope has noisy and we
will have to apply filters that increases the response time
unnecessarily.
In modern vehicles, data obtained from the vehicle sen-
sors are sent to the control units (ECUs) through buses such
as: CAN, MOST, LIN and FlexRay. These data can be moni-
tored using the onboard diagnostic port (OBD). This port
was proposed in 1984 to assess the emission of pollutant
gases. An improved version which was called OBDII was
presented in 1988.
This new version of the OBD port allows us to check
more variables. In addition, it standardizes the type of
connector (SAE J1962), the number of pins, electrical signal-
ing protocols and the message formats. Unlike OBDI, it
does not require external power. The aim of OBDI was to
evaluate the emission of gases. However, OBDII also
intended that we can make a diagnostic in depth. We may
obtain information such as: vehicle speed, engine speed,
engine load, and so on. This port is mandatory in the United
States since 1997, and in Europe since 2003.
We plug an OBDII/Bluetooth adapter on OBD port in
order to get the vehicle telemetry. This device establishes a
connection with an Android mobile device. When we want
to get the diagnostic values, the Android mobile sends a
message with a code called PID (on-board diagnostics
Parameter IDs). The PID code indicates the variable that we
want to check. The OBDII/Bluetooth adapter sends the
message to the broadcast address on the vehicle bus. For
example, if we want to get the vehicle speed, the mobile
device should send to the bus a message with the PID code
“0D”. When an engine control unit (ECU) connected to
the bus recognizes the code, it builds a response message.
The response message includes the value of the variable
that we want to monitor and the ECU address in order to
establish a direct connection. The OBDII/Bluetooth adapter
receives the message and sends it to the Android mobile
who is responsible for decoding it.
The sampling rate of the sensor readings is one per sec-
ond in all cases (GPS and OBD), except in the camera. In
this case, it depends on the smartphone. The system is able
to operate at nine frames per second on a Samsung Nexus S
smartphone, detecting static traffic signals up to 20 meters
in advance (detected traffic signals are fed into central a
database in order to improve the anticipation capabilities of
the system in future occasions).
5 PREVENTIVE TIPS
5.1 Optimal Average Speed
Speed has a strong influence in the number and intensity of
the accelerations. The driver has to accelerate and slow
down when the vehicle speed is not appropriate taking into
account the road conditions.
During acceleration, the demand of energy significantly
increases since the vehicle has to overcome a force propor-
tional to the required acceleration and the vehicle weight. In
addition, if the acceleration is followed by a slowdown,
energy previously required is wasted.
To adjust the vehicle speed, the eco-driving assistant pro-
vides to the user the optimal average speed, which mini-
mizes the accelerations (positive or negative), for each route
section. The optimal average speed is estimated using an
algorithm based on genetic algorithms and telemetry previ-
ously obtained by other vehicles along with information
about the road conditions, time, and day of the week.
The proposed solution takes into account the current
state of the environment and the driving style of the driver
in order to build the initial population of the genetic algo-
rithm. The fitness function is a Multilayer Perceptron Net-
work. This algorithm, given an average speed, estimates the
median acceleration and deceleration based on an analysis
of previous driver behavior and traffic conditions. The chal-
lenge is to minimize the intensity of the (positive and nega-
tive) acceleration to save fuel. In [36], the algorithm is
described in more depth. Fig. 2 captures the flowchart of the
optimal average speed algorithm. Table 1 shows the param-
eters used to run the algorithm. Table 2 captures the valida-
tion of the fitness function on route A. This route was
divided in three different road section in order to estimate
the optimal average speed. The training dataset was 300
samples and the test dataset was 200 samples.
Genetic algorithm has the following stages:
Representation. The aim of the proposal is to minimize the
number of accelerations and decelerations to reduce energy
demand, and therefore, greenhouse gas emissions. This opti-
mization problem is defined as a combinatorial optimization
problem which is solved using a genetic algorithm. Genetic
algorithms were first proposed by John Holland in his book
“Adaptation inNatural andArtificial Systems” in 1975 [37].
An important aspect of such algorithms is the representa-
tion of the individual. In our case, individuals are represented
as vectors. Each position of the vector contains the value of an
attribute. Individuals have the following attributes:
 Average Speed on the road section.
 Standard deviation of the vehicle speed.
 Number of hard accelerations. The limit of hard
acceleration depends on driver (see section Custom-
izing the eco-driving advice).4
 Number of hard decelerations. The limit of hard
deceleration depends on driver (see section VII Cus-
tomizing the eco-driving advice).
 Positive Kinetic Energy (PKE).
 Time Trip on the road section.
Initialization. The initial population is obtained from
vehicles that have previously gone through the road. Opti-
mal average speed depends on many factors such as: traffic
state, weather conditions, road type, vehicle’s engine type
and driving style. Therefore, some previously samples may
be useless in order to estimate the optimal average speed
due to its dynamic nature. To solve this problem, we pro-
pose to cluster telemetry samples taking into account:
 Time of the day/day of the week/week of the year.
 Weather conditions and road state.
 Driving style.
Selection stage: the algorithm chooses the “k” individuals
with best fitness. Then, it chooses “t” individuals with the
least travel time from the “k” population. Therefore, the
solution will have a reasonable travel time.
Crossover stage, couples of parents are set randomly.
Individuals cannot be combined with themselves. The val-
ues of the attributes of the children are calculated by using
the following procedure:
 Average speed: It is obtained by calculating the aver-
age speed of the parents.
 Number of hard accelerations (positive and nega-
tive), standard deviation of the vehicle speed, and
positive kinetic energy are the values obtained in the
past on the same road section by the driver.
 Time trip: it is calculated assuming that driver drives
to the recommended average speed.
Mutation stage. Each child obtained in the crossover stage
has a probability “t” of being replaced by an individual
whose average speed is obtained randomly considering
speed limits.
Replacement stage. New population will replace the indi-
viduals with the worst fitness from the previous population.
Stop condition. The process is repeated until there are no
improvements in the fitness value after five interactions or
execution time exceeds 60 seconds. Stop condition could
change depending on the phone features.
5.2 Optimal Speed Profile from Nearby Vehicles
The proposal uses a learning method for eco-driving based
on the imitation in order to the driver to improve his or her
driving style from the viewpoint of energy efficiency. The
solution estimates the efficiency of nearby drivers based on
vehicle telemetry and notifies the user.
Vehicle telemetry, as previously presented, is obtained
through the OBD2 diagnostic port and sent to an Android
mobile device. Then, the mobile device sends vehicle telem-
etry to a central server. On the server, Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA) [38] is employed to calculate the efficiency
of driving. This technique calculates the inefficiency of the
driver by comparing it to nearby drivers considered as effi-
cient. This feature is very important because other solutions
that are found on literature calculated efficiency values
associating the input variables with statistical averages that
may not be applicable to this context due to the dynamic
nature of traffic.
Data envelopment analysis is a linear programming
methodology to estimate the efficiency of multiple deci-
sion-making units (DMUs) when the production process
presents a structure of multiple inputs and outputs. DMU
[39] is defined as the entity responsible for converting
inputs into outputs and whose performances are to be
evaluated. DMUs may include banks, department stores,
supermarkets, hospitals, students, drivers, vehicles, and
so on. A group of DMUs is used to evaluate each other
with each DMU having a certain degree of managerial
freedom in decision making. This method allows us to
make relative comparisons. DMUs have the following
features:
 Numerical data are available for each input and
output.
TABLE 1
Parameters of Genetic Algorithm
Parameter Value
Initial Population 100
Selection 1 (Fitness Value) 12
Selection 2 (Trip Time) 6
Mutation Probability 0.2
Stop Condition 60 seconds or five time without
improving the fitness value
Fig. 2. Algorithm to estimate the optimal speed for each road section.
TABLE 2
Validation of the Fitness Function on Route A
(Mean Absolute Error)
Section 1 Section 2 Section 3
Acceleration Estimation 0.31 0.20 0.34
Deceleration Estimation 0.11 0.15 0.09
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• Toe DEA elements (inputs, outputs and choice of
DMUs) should show an analyst's or a manager's
interest.
• Toe measurement units of the different inputs and
outputs need not be congruent.
In our proposal, each DMU represents a different driver. 
The objective is to obtain the efficiency of each user. Drivers 
whose efficiency values are higher are those who act as 
models for the rest of the drivers. If we consider a set of 
drivers "n" (DMUn), each of them with an "I" number of 
inputs and "O" number of outputs, the efficiency measure 
Ek for DMUk (driver K) is calculated by solving the follow­
ing linear programming model. 
Maximize: 
Subject to: 
E _ í:? 1 UrYrk k - I L; 1 V¡Xik 
í:? 1 UrYrk < l
"¡ 
-
L..Ji 1 V¡Xik
u,.�O;v;�O 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where Yrk is the selected output of each variable (e.g.: Driv­
ing time at steady time) from the driver "lé', Xik is the 
selected input of each variable (e.g.: Average Acceleration) 
from the driver "k", and v;, u,. are the weight factors and are 
determined for each DMU. Therefore, we have to solve the 
linear programming model "n" times, once for each driver. 
The driver is considered to be inefficient when Ek is less 
than 1. Instead, when the driver is applying the eco-driving 
rules Ek is 1. 
In this algorithm, the selection of input and output param­
eters is very important because they directly affect the accu­
racy of the results. We have to identify which variables affect 
fuel consumption and to which extend. In our case, we have 
based on the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle [40), [41). 
The result of an increase in the value of these variables is 
independent of the vehicle type. On the other hand, sorne­
times it is difficult that there are vehicles with similar charac­
teristics. For this reasons, the different car type or  engine 
type is not considered. Alternatively, we could use Data 
Oustering Algorithms such as Expectation-maximization 
algorithm [23) before run the DEA algorithm. This algorithm 
would take into account the characteristics of the vehicle to 
build the groups. In this case, the DMUs would only be 
fonned by vehicles belonging to the same cluster. Fig. 3 
shows the mechanism to estima te the efficiency of driving. 
Input parameters: 
• Average Acceleration (m/s2). 
• Average Deceleration (m/s2).
• Percentage of time that engine speed is not in the
optima! range.
• Positive Kinetic Energy: It is calculated using the fol­
lowing equation [43), [44), [45):
PKE = L (v; - v; 1)
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where v is the vehicle speed (m/ s) and d is the trip distance 
(meters) between v; and v; 1. 
Output parameters: 
• Kilometers per liter (real)/Kilometers per liter
(Manufacturer ).
• Driving time at steady velocity (seconds).
To run the algorithm, we need at least one close driver.
Finally, the system notifies the driver about who is the best 
driver from the viewpoint of energy saving and suggests 
that he or she imitates the best driver's driving behavior. 
Therefore, users can observe how they should behave in a 
specific situation unlike other learning systerns such as eco­
driving lessons. The solution provides information (regis­
tration number, color and manufacturer) about the best 
vehicle using the loudspeaker in order to spot and track it. 
At the same time, the screen of smartphone shows the aver­
age speed of the driver compared to the average speed of 
best driver. Toe aim is to provide feedback when the visibil­
ity conditions are poorly, e.g.: there is a vehicle between the 
best driver and us. 
5.3 Traffic Sign Detection and Optimal 
Deceleration Pattems 
One of the reasons for the increase in the fuel consumption on 
urban roads is the presence of traffic signs that may require 
the vehicle to reduce the speed or even to stop. These elements 
require the user to slow down or stop, wasting energy. 
We propose a solution to reduce the impact of traffic 
signs on fuel consumption. Toe idea is to provide the user 
an optima! deceleration pattern when the vehicle is 
approaching them. The algorithm estimates the distance 
required to stop the vehicle without using the brakes, taking 
into account the rolling resistance coefficient and the road 
slope angle. Appropriate advice and feedback is provided 
to the driver in order to release the accelerator pedal. The 
estimated distance to stop the vehicle when travelling at a 
certain speed is estimated as: 
2 
X� 
d �����������• 2(µ,g cos B(x1) + gsin B(x1))' (5) 
where x2 is the vehicle speed, µ, is the rolling resistance coef­
ficient, and B(x1) is the road slope angle as a function of 
location x1, and gis the gravitational constant. 6
The rolling resistance coefficient (m) is dependent on a
great number of parameters such as: the surface, the radius
of the tire, the weight, the tire pressure, the temperature
and the speed. However, we can estimate the coefficient
using the following equation:
m ¼ k
100
5:1þ 5:5þ 9p
pn
þ 8:5þ 3p
pn
 v
100
 2 
; (6)
where k is a coefficient dependent on the type of tire (0.8 for
radial tires and 1 for diagonal tires), p is the weight per tire
(t), pn is the tire pressure (Kg/cm2) and v is the vehicle
speed (Km/h).
The solution uses the mobile device embedded camera to
recognize the following types of static traffic signs:
 Yields
 Pedestrian crossing
 Stop.
The image captured from the camera is pre-processed
10 using cubic interpolation. Due to the limited processing
capabilities on mobile devices, only the right half of the
image (where the traffic signals are first detected if driving
on the right side of the road) is pre-processed. The system is
able to operate at nine frames per second on a Samsung
Nexus S, detecting static traffic signs up to 20 meters in
advance. This distance is very short. Detected traffic signals
are fed into central a database in order to improve the antici-
pation capabilities of the system in future occasions. Using
the information of previously detected traffic signals makes
the system able to provide appropriate advice before the
signs are detected. Reference [42] describes the solution in
more depth.
Viola and Michael [26] is employed in order to recognize
the traffic signs. It is based on a cascade of strong classifiers.
The set of classifiers is first built using an external PC sys-
tem and the result is then transferred to the Android mobile
device as an xml file. The efficiency of this algorithm is due
to the use of features instead of pixels, the integral represen-
tation of the image, and the use of a cascade of weak classi-
fiers. The features of an image are calculated as the
difference of the sum of two or more rectangular areas adja-
cent pixels. The integral representation of the image allow
us to calculate quickly the features. The integral image
is the same size as the original image. However, each point
of the image is calculated as the sum of the pixels above and
in the left. This method allows to calculate the value of any
rectangular sum at constant time. The number of features is
very high. To resolve this problem, the authors propose to
use a modification of the Adaboost algorithm. The idea is to
use a set of classifiers sorted by complexity and arranged in
cascade. The first classifier (the less complex) processes all
the sub-windows of the integrated image. The sub-windows
discarded by this first classifier are not processed again in
the following stages. The same happens when running the
rest of classifiers. In this way, classifiers with greater com-
plexity only process a small subset of sub-windows. The
algorithm works very well because the majority of the sub-
windows do not contain the object that you want to detect.
We built three classifier, one for each type of traffic sign
(yield, pedestrian crossing, and stop). For each classifier, we
employed 1,000 positive images in order to train the classi-
fier. Each positive image contained a cropped traffic sign
normalized to the size of 24  24. 3,500 images were used as
negatives. We build the classifier using OpenCV. It is an
open source library of computer vision which is available for
all major operating systems (IOS, Android, Windows, OS X,
and Linux).We run it with the following configuration:
 Minimum hit rate per stage: 0.995
 Maximum false positives per stage: 0.5
 Number of stages: 30.
The classifiers were tested with a set of 500 images.
Images from the test set were taken using different cameras
and under several different lightning conditions. Table 3
shows the results.
5.4 Inefficient Regions
During tests, we have observed that drivers tend to make
mistakes at the same places from the point of view of energy
efficiency in usual routes.
The proposed eco-driving assistant issues advice in order
to optimize the fuel consumption on regular routes taking
into account the detection of inefficient regions where the
user tends to waste energy. The idea is to find out in which
areas a driver usually realizes inefficient actions from the
point of view of energy consumption. The proposal alerts
the user in advance in order to adjust the vehicle speed or
change gears, avoiding inefficient driving.
To detect inefficient areas, the system uses vehicle telem-
etry: acceleration, deceleration, engine speed, engine load
and vehicle speed. A fuzzy logic system determines
whether the driver drove efficiently or not in a region.
Section 7 describes the driving evaluation in more dept.
Now, we have to group them by location, since it is possible
that there are many nearby points. The idea is to split the
route into areas. The warning assistant predicts if the user
will drive inefficient when approaching an area. Expecta-
tion-maximization (EM) algorithm is used in order to group
the labeled driving samples on regions.
Sometimes there are events on the road that force the
driver to make inefficient actions, for example: when a
pedestrian crosses the road without respecting traffic signs.
These incidents could generate false alarms. A filter is
applied to the samples to avoid this problem. When the
number of inefficient driving samples is low in a region, we
assume that the driver probably drove inefficiently due to a
particular (not regular) state of the environment. Therefore,
we do not consider that area.
Finally, when the driver drives in the same route, the
system predicts if the driver will return to a similar ineffi-
cient driving pattern in the nearby region. The algorithm
multilayer-perceptron is used to perform the prediction.
TABLE 3
Validation of Viola & Jones Algorithm for
Recognizing Traffic Sings
Traffic sign Hits Misses False Positives
Yield 81.52% 18.48% 11.2%
Stop 83.45% 16.55% 11.89%
Pedestrian Crossing 76.17% 23.83% 9.34%
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The input variables are: median value of accelerations,
decelerations, engine speed, engine load and vehicle speed,
number of accelerations, traffic density, stop time, and pos-
itive kinetic energy. The output is the probability that the
driver will perform inefficient actions. If this value is high,
the system warns the user. Therefore, the driver can take
the appropriate action.
Fig. 4 shows a schema of the solution. The authors in [41]
described the proposal in more detail. Table 4 shows the
parameters used to run the algorithm. In the first phase (train-
ing stage), drivers completed the route 300 times. An areawas
classified as inefficient when 70 percent of the time the driver
drove inefficiently (210 times). Time frame was 10 seconds.
This means that the driver was evaluated every 10 seconds
using the previously described fuzzy logic system.
The algorithm was validated using 10 fold cross valida-
tion. The proposal is able to predict if the driver will per-
form inefficient actions by 91.81 percent on route A, 88.98
percent on route B, and 90.14 percent on route C. These
results were obtained taking into account the percentage of
correctly classified instances for each driver.
5.5 Detecting Traffic Incidents
Events such as traffic accidents, vehicle breakdowns and
adverse weather conditions directly influence the fuel con-
sumption and the emission of gaseous pollutants. The impact
of these incidents depends on their duration and intensity.
Moreover, the negative effects are accentuated in the case
that the vehicle has to stop. According to several authors [46],
[47], eliminating the stops that the vehicle has to perform is
even more important than the accelerations and decelera-
tions. In terms of fuel consumption, it is better to avoid stops
even if having to previously accelerate sharply. In recent
years, some manufacturers (Peugeot, BMW, Citroen, Ford,
etc.) include Start/Stop systems, minimizing the impact of
the stop on fuel consumption [48]. However, these solutions
are usually offered as extra equipment.
Currently, there are services that provide information
about traffic incidents. However, we have found that
sometimes they do not warn about traffic events that affect
traffic flow slightly and these incidents cause a major impact
on fuel consumption. Normally, these solutions use sensors
installed on the road. The number of available sensors could
be very low, being unable to detect such events.
To solve the problem, we propose to detect anomalous
events based on driving samples obtained by other users
under similar conditions (time, day of the week, and vehi-
cle). In this case, each vehicle acts as a sensor.
The first step is to retrieve driving samples from other
users considering the time, day of the week, and vehicle
characteristics. The Expectation-Maximization algorithm is
employed to perform this task. The result is the training
dataset. It is composed of driving samples captured when
conditions were very similar to the current.
Then, C4.5 algorithm is run using as input variables:
average vehicle speed, stop rate, maximum stop time, aver-
age stop time, average acceleration (negative and positive),
number of decelerations, and positive kinetic energy.
C4.5 classifier obtains the probability that is happening
an anomalous event on the road. However, we observed
(during testing) that there are false positives when the
driver has an inefficient driving profile. To avoid this prob-
lem, the final probability that an incident is taking place
depends on the probability obtained by C4.5 algorithm and
the driving score.
Driving score is calculated using a fuzzy logic system
and driving samples obtained by the driver, whose output
is a number normalized between 0 and 1. A high score indi-
cates that the user is efficient, and therefore, the result of the
C4.5 algorithm is reliable. The input variables are: accelera-
tion, deceleration, vehicle speed, engine speed, engine load,
and positive kinetic power. The fuzzy rules were built con-
sidering the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle.
In our assistant, the algorithm was trained with 300
samples for each route. 200 contain driving samples with
traffic incidents while the rest was without incidents. The
solution was validated using 10 cross validation. Table 5
captures the results validation. The detection rate (DR) is
defined as the number of incidents detected by the algo-
rithm divided by the total number of incidents occurring
during the observation period. False Alarm Ratio (FAR) is
defined as the number of false incidents detected by the
algorithm divided by the total number of instances in
which are not occurring incidents.
This solution allows us to notify the user in advance
when there is traffic incident even if it is slight. The driver
can change the route or adapt the vehicle speed in order to
Fig. 4. Algorithm for optimizing usual routes.
TABLE 4
Parameters of Inefficient Regions Algorithm
Parameter Value
Driver Samples for each driver
(training stage)
300
Filter Driver Samples for each driver
(training stage)
70%
Time Frame (training stage) 10 seconds
Learning Rate (driving stage) 0.5
Momentum (driving stage) 0.2
Epoch 500
Prediction Distance 130 meters
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avoid having to stop. If the driver slows down progres-
sively, the traffic jam may finish before reaching the place
where it is happening. Therefore, the proposal reduces the
frequency of the accelerations and decelerations as well as
their intensity.
6 POST-ACTIONS TIPS
6.1 Real-Time Advice
The user needs to acquire knowledge in order to change the
driving style. This knowledge can be obtained through sim-
ulators or eco-driving lessons. The problem of this type of
solutions is that the driver has to remember the eco-driving
rules after that in order to apply them when driving. The
solution monitors the driver behavior using the OBD2 port
and notifies him or her when it detects some inefficient
actions. The objective is that the user does not make the
same errors again. The system warns when engine speed is
high, vehicle speed is high, the accelerations (positive and
negative) are sharply or the percentage of time driving at
constant speed is too low.
There are already many similar proposals for eco-driving
assistants in literature. However these systems do not take
into account the prior driving style of the user and the par-
ticular characteristics of each vehicle. They employ the
same thresholds in the eco-driving rules for all users. For
example, there eco-driving assistants that warn the drivers
when the accelerations are higher than 2 m/s2. These values
are not optimal and could also cause frustration in the driv-
ers. We describe how we personalize the recommendations
in the section “Customizing the eco-driving advice”.
6.2 Gamification
The interest in fuel consumption in vehicles is recent. Until a
few years ago, fuel consumption was not a decisive element
in the purchase of a vehicle. The drivers had as priority
elements the price and power. However, recent surveys
indicate that consumption has become one of the most
important factors in the choice of a vehicle [49]. According
to several studies, this growing interest is linked to the
increase in the price of fuel. However, this factor is not con-
sidered enough to motivate drivers [50].
Our proposal uses several elements of the gamification to
encourage users in order to comply with the recommenda-
tions. As we saw in the introduction, this technique is based
on using elements of games such as the challenge, the com-
petitiveness and the progression in a different context. This
improves the user’s response to perform difficult or ardu-
ous tasks. In our case, the system provides the following
feedback when the driver completes the trip:
Score. It depends on driving style. If the user follows
the eco-driving rules, he or she will get a high score (see
Section 6). This value can be compared with other users.
There is only a ranking because the rules employed to
assess the drivers takes into account the particular char-
acteristics of each driver, vehicle, and scenario.
Green house gases and fuel consumption. Driver can compare
the result with the value obtained in other similar journeys
(road type, weather, and traffic)made in the last month.
Badges. They are an important element for many people
in order to encourage them to save fuel and motivate them
to continually use the eco-driving assistant. This method
has a positive impact on the user to reach a pre-set of objec-
tives and is based on the concept of “status”. Thresholds to
unlock achievements are not the same for each user. They
are calculated using the method described on the section
“Customizing the eco-driving advice” in order to avoid that
the user is discouraged.
7 DRIVER PROFILE
One of the keys to improve the driving style from the point
of view of energy efficiency is to have a solution that objec-
tively evaluates the driving in order to provide feedback to
the driver. Evaluation of driving is a complex task since it
depends on parameters that are independent of the driver
behavior such as the road type, road conditions, and vehicle
model. Therefore, direct comparison between drivers can
produce inaccurate results. We propose to use a fuzzy logic
system for the assessment of the driving. Fuzzy logic allows
us to manage specifications with vague information. Unlike
the traditional logic, fuzzy logic defines degrees of truth
and falsehood similar to human behavior.
The structure of fuzzy logic systems consists of input var-
iables, output variables and rules. The input variables are as
follows: acceleration, deceleration, vehicle speed, engine
speed, and engine load. The rules have been obtained
through observation of real samples.
 IF acceleration IS (soft or hard) AND deceleration IS soft
THEN score is efficient:
 IF acceleration IS hard AND deceleration IS hard THEN
score is inefficient:
 IF engine speed IS high and engine load is (low or high)
and vehicle speed IS (low or normal) THEN score IS
inefficient:
 IF engineSpeed IS low and engine load is normal THEN
score IS efficient
 IF vehicle speed IS high THEN score IS inefficient
The output is a number normalized between 0 and 10.
This value indicates the degree of compliance with the rec-
ommendations by the driver. If the score is high, the user is
efficient. Otherwise, he or she is inefficient. The following
scale is used to determine the user profile:
 <5: Aggressive Driver
 [5-7]: Normal Driver
 >7: Efficient Driver.
The fuzzy logic system is used for:
 Calculate the optimal average speed on a road section
 Get the best close driver
 Discover regions where users drive inefficiently on
regular routes
TABLE 5
Validation of Algorithm for the Detection
of Inefficient Region
Route DR FAR
A 92.22% 3.5.%
B 93.55% 3.01%
C 90.47% 3.92%
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 Detect traffic incidents
 Customize the efficient driving tips
 Provide feedback (Gamification).
8 CUSTOMIZING THE ECO-DRIVING ADVICE
Eco-driving techniques are based on the driver behavior to
reduce fuel consumption. The main advantage of this solu-
tion is that it is valid for any vehicle regardless of its tech-
nology. However, its effectiveness depends on the will of
the user.
Efficient driving rules must be adapted for each type of
user in order to avoid the discouragement of the driver.
Otherwise, the user may not use the proposal. The thresh-
olds of the eco-driving rules should not be the same for a
normal driver than for an aggressive driver, e.g.: if there is
an eco-driving rule such as “the vehicle speed cannot be
higher than 100 km/h”, it is likely that the normal driver
will follow it, but not the aggressive driver. In this case, a
speed limit of 110 km/h would be better for the aggressive
driver. In conclusion, the change in driving style should be
progressively applied in order to prevent the abandonment
of the system.
On the other hand,wemust bear inmind that the impact of
accelerations, decelerations, vehicle speed and engine speed
depend on the vehicle characteristics. For example, the impact
of vehicle speed on fuel consumption is lower in modern
vehicles than old cars due to aerodynamic improvements.
Finally, the driving style is also influenced by the road
type. On an urban road, it is normal that the diver has to
increase the frequency and intensity of the accelerations
(positive and negative) in comparison with a highway. This
increase happens due to traffic signs that force the driver to
stop or the presence of other vehicles or pedestrians using
the road. In this case, the thresholds of the eco-driving rules
should be more permissive.
In this paper, we propose to estimate the thresholds of
the rules based on the telemetry of other vehicles that have
similar characteristics. We also take into account the driver
profile (see Section 6), the road type and traffic conditions.
The procedure is as follows:
1 Retrieve driving samples obtained in the same road
type (motorway, urban road or conventional road)
and under the similar traffic conditions.
2. Run Expectation-maximization algorithm in order to
group the driving samples and assign the user one
of the groups. The criteria to build clusters are as fol-
lows: vehicle weight, fuel consumption provided by
the manufacturer, power engine, front surface, drag
coefficient, and driving score (see Section 6).
3. Choose the “n” driving samples with lower fuel con-
sumption from the driver cluster.
4. Calculate the median for each variable of the driving
sample.
5. Select the third quartile taking into account all
median values from driving samples. That number
will be the threshold.
9 USER INTERFACE
The communication interface from the eco-driving assistant
is very important. Distractions due to the manipulation of
devices such as GPS receivers or mobile phones are the
cause of a large number of accidents [51]. When designing
an in-vehicle information system it is important to ensure
that the recommendations and the method to convey these
tips do not negatively affect cognitive processing and driv-
ing performance [52]. The eco-driving assistant has to be as
less intrusive as possible. Instructions using voice output
are less distracting and more usable than those systems pre-
senting the information on a visual display [53]. However,
an accurate speech recognizer and a clear voice user inter-
face are necessary [52].
Our Android app (eco-driving assistant) uses voice output
such as “Release throttle”, “Shift gears” or “Press the brake
pedal” during the driving. The driving score, incentives and
achievements are shown on the mobile screen when the trip
finishes. In addition, the driver can match their results with
others users when the vehicle is stopped. The gamification
system is implemented usingGoogle Play Services.
On the other hand, the user interface is divided into two
parts during the driving. The top notifies the user about the
efficiency of the driving using a color code (Table 6). The bot-
tom shows an image related to the eco-driving advice such
as: traffic signs, traffic incidents, optimal vehicle speed on
the road section, and vehicle speed of the best close driver.
This user interface is very simple in order to avoid an
increase in the cognitive load from the driver. Fig. 5 captures
where is set the mobile phone, the devices that we need to
run the driving assistant, and the user interface.
10 SYSTEM EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the energy savings achieved when
using the proposed eco-driving assistant, 2,250 test drives
have been performed, using three different models of
TABLE 6
Color Code Used in the User Interface
Color Meaning
Green Efficient Driving
Yellow Normal Driving
Red Inefficient Driving
Fig. 5. Driving assistant installation and its user interface.
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TABLE? 
Characteristics of the Vehicles 
Route Vehicle Weight Torque Engine 
Average Fuel 
(Kg) (Nm) Power Consumption
(1/100 Km) 
A,D, Citroen 1,313 240 llOCV 4.9 
E Picasso 
B Citroen C5 1,486 320 138CV 6 
e Ford Fusion 1,157 127 80CV 6.5 
vehicles with 25 different drivers. Ali drivers had a long 
driving experience. They were voluntary and did not have 
knowledge of technology and eco-driving. Table 7 captures 
sorne details related to vehicles in the experimen t. 
Tests were made under similar conditions (time, 
weather, and traffic) in five different regions of Spain: 
Madrid (route A, D, and E), Seville (route B), and Granada 
(route C). Routes have urban road, secondary road and 
highway. The drivers completed the route 90 times. Each 
driver followed the route, 30 laps using the advices pro­
vided by the eco-driving assistant, 30 laps without using the 
assistant, and 30 laps employing the assistant and the gami­
fication tools. In order to define a counter-balanced experi­
ment, driving tests were divided into three phases: Driving 
using the assistant, driving using the assistant and gamifica­
tion tools, and driving without assistant. Toe order of the 
stages changes randomly for each driver. Ali drivers com­
pleted 30 laps in each phase. 
The solution was deployed on a Galaxy Nexus [54) 
mobile devices equipped with an ArmV9 processor at 
1.2 GHz, 1 GB of RAM and Android 4.1.2. The OBDLink 
OBD Interface Unit [16) from ScanTool.Net was used to 
get the relevant data from the internal vehicle's CAN 
bus. The OBDLink OBD Interface Unit contains the 
STNl 110 chip that provides an acceptable sample fre­
quency for the system. In our tests, we obtain two sam­
ples per second. 
In the following sections, we are going to analyze the 
impact of the proposal on the driving style and fuel con­
sumption. Toe objective is to demonstrate that the eco­
driving assistant helps the driver to adopt a more efficient 
driving style, minimizing the fuel consumption. 
10.1 Accelerations 
Fig. 6 captures the percentage of time that the drivers were 
speeding up and slowing down on routes A, B, C, D, and E. 
The use of the eco-driving assistant maximizes the time 
driving at constant speed. Toe solution notifies the user 
about nearby events that may force to slow down or stop. 
Also, it indicates the optimal speed from the point of view 
of energy efficiency. These recommendations avoid unnec­
essary energy demands. Accelerations were reduced by 
11.56 percent on route A, 15.10 percent on route B, 5.65 per­
cent on route C, 7.55 percent on route D, and 9.32 percent 
on route E when drivers employed the assistant along with 
gamification tools. The percentage of improvement is less 
without this type of feedback. In this case, accelerations 
were minimized by reduced by 2.34 percent on route A, 
1.89 percent on route B, 4.49 percent on route C, 7.16 percent 
on route D, and 9.30 percent on route E. 
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10.2 Positive Kinetic Energy 
This variable measures the aggressiveness of driving and 
depends on the frequency and intensity of positive accelera­
tion. A low value means that the driver is not aggressive. 
We can find more information about metrics used to mea­
sure the smoothness of driving in [34), [35), and [36). PKE is 
calculated using the following equation: 
PKE = 
I: (v; - V¡ i)2 , 
d 
(7) 
where v; is the vehicle speed (meters/ seconds) and d is the 
trip distance (meters). 
Fig. 7 captures the PKI values obtained in each of the 
routes. Figure shows that the drivers minimize the PKI 
value by 1437 percent on route A, 36.72 percent on route B, 
27.99 percent on route C, 30.22 percent on route D, and 
24.82 percent on route E when drivers employed the assis­
tant along with gamification tools. The percentage of 
improvement is less without this type of feedback. In this 
case, standard deviation were improved by 9.14 percent on 
route A, 4.38 percent on route B, and 15.84 percent on route 
C, 17.60 percent on route D, and 20.99 on route E. 
10.3 Fuel Consumption 
Fig. 8 captures the fuel consumption of two drivers who 
drove on the route A for four months. Drivers completed 
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Fig 8. Average fuel consumption (V100 km) obtained by two drivers on 
route A fer four months. 
the route from Monday to Friday starting at 8:30 a.m (5 laps 
per week). Both drivers had activated the driving assistant. 
However, one of the drivers did not have the gamification 
tools (blue line). We can see that the fuel consumption was 
similar during the first month. However, in the remaining 
months, driver without gamification worsens the fuel con­
sumption while the other driver saves even more fuel. Fig. 9 
captures the fuel consumption of two drivers during the 
first month. In the first weeks the evolution is similar. But 
from the fourth week, the driver without gamification 
returns to his previous driving style and increases the 
energy demand. 
Fig. 10 shows the average fuel consumption obtained 
by the drivers on each route. Fuel consumption was 
reduced by 11.04 percent on average when drivers 
employed the assistant with the gamification tools. How­
ever, the improvement was lower (only 3.83 percent) 
when drivers did not have no incentives. In the latter 
case, there is even drivers on route C who do not reduce 
fuel consumption significantly because they do not follow 
the recommendations of the driving assistant. These 
results show the importance of the gamification to keep 
the attention of the driver. 
In order to validate that the energy savings obtained 
are not due to random factors, the t-test [SS] with a 95 
percent confidence interval has been used. We consider 
the null hypothesis as: "there is no improvement in fuel 
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consumption levels when using the eco-driving assistant. 
The p-value was lower than O.OS in all cases. Therefore, 
the null hypothesis (under the O.OS threshold) can be 
rejected and it demonstrates that the solution causes a 
clear improvement. 
10.4 Gamification 
Fig. 11 captures the score obtained by drivers. It is calcu­
lated using the fuzzy logic system described in the section 
"Driver Profile" (see Section 6). The value is between O and 
10. A high value means that the driver is driving efficienily, 
maximizing the use of power generated by the engine. The
results show that all drivers improve driving style from the
point of view of energy saving and the emission of gaseous
pollutants. However, we should highlight that fuel con­
sumption may increase while the driver apply the eco-driv­
ing rules due to the road state.
Table 8 captures the number of drivers who eamed each 
badge. Drivers with the game features enabled unlocked 
more achievements than users without the game features 
active. In addition, we can see as the main problem of the 
solution is to preserve the interest. For example, the major­
ity of drivers completed a lap without accelerating sharply. 
On the contrary, the number of drivers who get 10 laps 
without accelerating sharply is much less. The use of the 
gamification mitigates this problem. 
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TABLES TABLE9 
Number of Drivers Who Earne d Badge Comparison of Features 
Advices fits Methods to Validation Without With With Assistant 
Assistant Assistant and gamification Ref. 
tools 
with driver 
profile 
Anticipatory 
Ad vices 
encourage in real 
the driver environment 
Obtain 5 points 18 21 25 
Obtain 7 points 7 13 18 
Obtain 10 points o 1 4 
Complete a lap 11 24 25 
without accelerating 
sharply 
Complete 10 lap 3 10 20 
without accelerating 
sharply 
Complete a lap 2 8 17 
without decelerating 
sharply 
Complete 10 lap o 2 14 
without decelerating 
sharply 
Complete a lap with 5 14 25 
a low value of PKE 
Complete 1 O lap with 2 5 25 
a low value of PKE 
Complete a lap with a 5 10 17 
low value of standard 
deviation of vehicle speed 
Complete 1 O lap with a 1 6 13 
low value of standard 
deviation of vehicle speed 
A void driving at high speed 10 19 22 
A void driving at high gear 5 15 23 
10.5 Trip Time 
Fig. 12 captures the average trip time on each route. Trip time 
increased by 3.17 percent when the drivers use the solution 
and by 3.67 percent when the gamification tools was enabled. 
Although trip time increases slighily when drivers employed 
the driving assistant, the improvement on safety and fuel 
consumption are more significan t. In addition, there are cases 
where this variable does not worse nearly such as route C. 
This happens because the driving assistant reduces the brak­
ing and stopping situations, especially on urban road. As
fu tu.re work, we want to add an option where the driver indi­
ca tes the journey priority and the driving assistant adjusts 
the recommendations in order to optimize the trip time. 
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Table 9 captures the characteristics of other similar pro­
posals. Table 10 performs a comparison of the performance. 
We have considered travel time and fuel consumption to 
evaluate the proposals. In addition, this table shows the 
price and if the driver has to modify the vehicle. We can 
observe that our system gets a good performance in com­
parison with other solutions where the fuel consumption or 
the travel time is worse. 
Although there are sorne solutions that have better 
results [29), [63), they require modifications in the vehicle 
and have a high cost. The drivers are very reluctant to install 
third-party hardware in their vehicles. On the other hand, 
these proposals are usually validated using a driving simu­
lator [30). As the authors noted in [27), the results will prob­
ably be worse in real conditions (with traffic and more 
variability in the driving conditions). 
TABLE 10 
Comparison of Performance, Price, and 
Hardware Requirements 
Ref. Travel Time Fuel Price Hardware Consumption R�uirement 
(27] +25.61% 30% Low No 
(28] N/A 11.%% High Yes 
(29] +3.33% 17.15 High Yes 
(30] +2.53% 12.97% Low No 
(31] N/A 7% Low No 
(32] N/A 7% Low No 
(33] N/A N/A Low No 
(56] +4.1% 10.3% Low No 
(57] N/A 10.5% Low No 
(58] N/A 16% Low Yes 
(59] N/A 11% Low Yes 
(60] +17.3 20.46% Low No 
(61] +6% 13% Low No 
(62] +8.55% 7.55% High Yes 
(63] +5% 20% High Yes 
Our +3.67% 11.04% Low No 
solution 
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11 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed an eco-driving assistant to
support the learning of eco-driving techniques. The pro-
posal also provides information in advance to prevent likely
upcoming inefficient actions. We have analyzed the major
causes that increase fuel consumption and we have pro-
posed different control strategies to minimize their impact.
The result of these models is a set of eco-driving tips.
Themain contribution of thiswork is that in order to select
the driving tips that will maximize the impact on the driver’s
energy efficiency we take into account the user profile, the
road conditions, and the characteristics of the vehicle. Other
proposals use the same advice for all types of users and situa-
tions. Therefore, the recommendations may not be optimal.
In addition, a high exigency level could cause the user to
ignore recommendations and turn off the system. Further-
more, the driving assistant uses gamification to encourage
users to follow the recommendations. This technique avoids
the driver returns to his or her previous driving style.
The results show an improvement in all the variables
related to the driving style: acceleration, deceleration,
engine speed and positive kinetic energy. We have also
observed a reduction in the fuel consumption of up to 1.5 l/
100 km. However, the percentage of savings is also influ-
enced by the road state. It may eventually happen that fuel
consumption is higher when the driver is adopting an effi-
cient driving style if road conditions (weather and traffic)
worsen significantly.
As futurework, wewant to find out drivermood based on
changes in the driving. For example, if the driver entered the
opposite lane and increases the frequency of the accelera-
tions and decelerations, it could mean that it is tired. In addi-
tion, we want the tips issued by the driving assistant to take
into account the health habits from the driver. For example,
if the driver has not walked regularly and there are many
vehicles parked at the destination, the solution could suggest
that he or she parks in a faraway place and finish the trip
walking. This solution would reduce the fuel consumption
and at the same time improve the health of the driver.
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